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About Charlotte


Charlotte is one of the country’s most promising Event riders; by the age of 25 she had produced three different horses to CCI5* level, and been recognised by the UK World Class Programme as a rider to support.
Find out more

	
Horses for Sale


Charlotte usually has at least 1 or 2 horses for sale at any time so please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you are looking.
View Horses for Sale

	
Livery Services


Would you like to be part of the action? Whether you would like Charlotte to further your horse's education or make the most of the team's expertise and the fantastic facilities at Llan Farm, please get in touch and hopefully we can fulfil your needs! 
Find out more




“Charlotte is an exceptionally talented rider.  Her strengths are her inherent understanding of so many different types of horses, her attention to detail, her horsemanship in managing horses’ day to day needs and her meticulous insight into how to produce young horses.  As a competitor she is positive and determined but never at the expense of the horse’s well-being.”
Ernest Dillon FBHS


“Charlotte’s lessons were invaluable to me this season; simple advice that was black and white for me with all the horses she taught me on this year. I heard her voice in my head for the rest of the season, ‘keep the flow’ – it’s helped me achieve some fantastic results and cement solid foundations on my young horses.”
Gabrielle Riddell


“Our horse is beautifully looked after and exercised with superb care and attention to every detail. My daughter is also well supported in her riding which is an added bonus” 
Millie Wentworth-Stanley


“We were looking for an Event horse for our 15 year old daughter and were introduced to Charlotte; our daughter absolutely loved ‘Betty’ from day one and has continued to progress on her throughout the summer. Charlotte could not have been more professional and helpful and we would have no hesitation in recommending her.”
Mark Kerridge
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Contact
07825 805 386
char.agnew@gmail.com
Llan Farm, The Hendre,
 Monmouthshire NP25 5NX


